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a b s t r a c t
Efficient data gathering is an important challenge in sensor networks. In this paper we
address the problem of gathering sensed data to the sink of a sensor network minimizing
the time to complete the process. We present optimal time data gathering algorithms for
any sensor network topology, in the half-duplex with directional antennas model, when
each sensor has one data packet to be gathered and merging of packets is not allowed
at intermediate nodes. Our results improve on existing approximation algorithms. We
approach the gathering problem by obtaining optimal solutions to a path coloring problem
in graphs.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper we study the following path coloring problem.
Collision-free paths from s in G: Given a graph G = (V , E) and a node s ∈ V , we want to establish a set of paths from
s to each other node in G in such a way that
• each edge of a path is colored with an integer color in such a way the values of the colors on the edges of a path
are strictly increasing moving away from s,
• the coloring is collision-free, that is, no two edges incident on a common node v are assigned the same color,
even on paths leading to two different nodes.
The goal is to minimize the value of the largest used color.
An example of an instance of the above problem is given in Fig. 1.
We obtain optimal solutions for the above problem for any connected graph G.
Our interest in the above problem arose from a gathering problem in sensor networks described in the next section. As
shown in the next section solving the collision-free path coloring problemmeans to obtain optimal solutions for the problem
of gathering one data packet from each node to the sink in a sensor network with half-duplex directional antennas when
merging of packets is not allowed at intermediate nodes.
1.1. Gathering in sensor networks
Sensor networks constitute an important class of emerging networked systems for applications in industries,
transportation,manufacturing, environmental oversight, safety and security. Such systems combinemicrosensor technology
for measuring the environment, low-power processing capabilities in order to process the data and to accomplish local
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Fig. 1. (a) A graph Gwith ra = rb = rc = 1; (b) Collision-free paths from s in G using 3 colors.
control, and low-cost wireless networking to communicate information to/from neighboring nodes. The deployment of a
large quantity of nodes in such systems has become feasible due to the availability of cheap wireless technology, and the
emergence of microsensors based on MEMS technology [15,27]. These nodes are generally stationary after deployment and
the connections between them are formed by wireless media such as infrared devices or radio transmitters. The range of
each radio transmitter will be much less than the entire network, so that a multi-hop topology will result. Because of the
non-mobile nature of the sensor nodes, as well as the finite energy resources (and therefore lifetime) of the nodes, there
will be a distinct bootup phase in which the nodes self-organize to form the network.
One of the most important communication primitives that has to be provided by a sensor network is data gathering,
i.e., information collected at sensors has to be sent to a sink node, which is responsible for further processing for end-user
queries. Data gathering in sensor networks received much attention in the last few years [1,5,17]. Most of the research
focuses on the problem of gathering reducing the energy consumption. However, another important factor to consider in
data gathering applications is the delay of the gathering process. Indeed, the data collected by a node can frequently change,
hence it is essential data is received by the sink as soon as possible without being delayed by collisions [32].
Here we are concerned with efficiency limits of data gathering with respect to the time. The time performance will be
evaluated considering a simple discrete mathematical model first adopted in [9]. The sensor network is formally defined
as a finite collection of identical nodes, a special node s will represent the sink; each sensor node has a finite non-negative
integer number of unit data packets obtained after an observation period, and that have to be delivered to the sink s. The
network model is characterized by the following assumptions.
– Each sensor is equipped with an half-duplex interface; hence it cannot receive and transmit at the same time.
– Each node is equipped with directional antennas allowing the transmission over a distance R. This implies that for any
given node in the network, we can individuate its neighbors as those sensors within distance R from it, that is, within its
transmission/interference range. The use of directional antennas allows us to set the neighbor to which the transmission is
actually directed.
– The time is slotted. One-hop transmission of one data item consumes one time slot, the network is assumed to be
synchronous. Moreover, it is assumed that the only traffic in the network is due to sensor data, thus data transmissions
can be completely scheduled.
– The capacity of each node buffer is assumed to be unlimited. However, our algorithms show that intermediate nodes do
not need to buffer received data packets which can be immediately forwarded during the next time slot. No merging of
packets is allowed at intermediate nodes.
In the above model, a collision happens at a node x if two or more of its neighbors try to transmit to x at the same
time. However, simultaneous transmissions among pair of nodes may occur whenever the interference model is respected.
Summarizing, the network can be represented by means of a graph where nodes represent the sensors and an edge exists
between two nodes if the two sensors are in the range of each other; the collision-free data gathering problem can be then
stated as follows [32].
Data Gathering. Given a graph G = (V , E) and a sink s, for each v ∈ V − {s}, schedule the multi-hop transmission of
the data items sensed at v to s so that the whole process is collision-free and the time when the last data is received
by s is minimized.
It follows that, under the above model, solving the collision-free path coloring problem is equivalent to solve the above
scheduling problem for gathering in sensor networks. Indeed, let C denote the largest color used by an algorithm for the
collision-free path coloring problem, a gathering schedule with delay C consists in scheduling a transmission from sensor
y to x during slot t , with 1 ≤ t ≤ C , iff the algorithm generates a path (s, . . . , x, y, . . .) in which the edge (x, y) is assigned
color C − t + 1.
Under this formalization of sensor networks, solving optimally the collision-free path coloring problemmeans to obtain
optimal solutions for data gathering in sensor networks.
Themain result of this paper is a polynomial-time algorithm to obtain optimal solutions to the collision-free path problem
from s in G, where G is any connected graph, thus providing polynomial-time algorithms to have optimal solutions to the
data gathering problem at s in Gwhen each node has exactly one data packet to be gathered at s.
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1.2. Related work
Data gathering is a fundamental issue in the context of sensor networks and several efficient data gathering algorithms
have been proposed [1,5,17]. Many of them deal with the problem of maximizing the lifetime of the sensory network
through topology aware placement [7,10], data aggregation [12,14,18,19] and efficient data flow [8,13,21]. The problem
of minimizing the time, needed to perform data gathering, has also been recently recognized and studied [2–4,9,24–26,32].
Availed by the recent efforts to build low-cost directional antennas [11], the use of directional antennas inwireless networks
has recently received much interest also in sensor networks [16,23,28,30]. In particular, the problem of fast gathering in the
model assuming directional antennas has been recently studied in [9,24–26,32].
The work which is most related to the problem we consider in this paper is [9]. The authors of [9] use the same model
for the sensor network adopted in this paper. The main difference with our work is that they deal with the case in which a
node can have any number of data packet to be delivered to the sink. Under this assumption, [9] gives optimal collision-free
strategies for trees and presents an approximation algorithm with performance ratio 2 for general networks. In the model
of [9] we obtain optimal algorithms for any type of networks in the gathering hypothesis that each node has one packet of
sensed data to deliver.
Another closely related work is [32]. It studies collision-free data gathering, delivering one data packet from each node
to the sink. The difference with the model in [9] is the assumption of the possibility to have multiple channels between
adjacent nodes. By adopting this model an approximation algorithm with performance ratio 2 is obtained.
In [2,3] gathering in the slotted-time model is considered under the condition that when a node transmits one data
packet, all the nodes within a fixed distance dT can receive while nodes within distance dI (dI ≥ dT ) cannot listen to
other transmissions due to interference (in our paper dI = dT and a transmitting node can choose the neighbor to which
to transmit). Under the described model, lower bounds on the time to gather are given and NP-hardness is proved. An
approximation algorithmwith approximation factor 4 is also presented. Using the samemodel, an on-line algorithmwhich
gives a 4-approximation is presented in [4].
Papers [20,29] consider the time needed to gather in conjunction with the energy spent to complete the process. They
present schemes that attempt to optimize the energy× delay cost function.
Finally, we notice that several papers deal with broadcasting in wireless networks [22], however this problem is not the
reverse of data gathering whereby different data packets are gathered to the sink.
2. Collision-free path coloring: Problem statement
Let G = (V , E) be a weighted connected graph, where V is the set of n nodes and E denotes the set of the connections
between nodes. The node s ∈ V is a special node that will be called the source. Each node u ∈ V − {s} is associated with a
non-negative integer weight ru that will be called the request of u. The vector r will represent the vector of requests of the
nodes in V .
For the sake of simplicitywe representG as an undirected graph, however each edge (u, v) represents the pair of opposite
arcs (u, v) and (v, u).
LetP be any set of paths in G from s to (not necessarily all distinct) nodes in V . A coloring ofP is an assignment of colors
to the edges of the paths in P . Colors will be chosen in the set of positive integers {1, 2, . . .}. Namely, a coloring of a path
p ∈ P is an assignment of a color L(e, p) to each edge e of p. Notice that any edge e ∈ E can belong to zero, one or more
paths in P .
Definition 1. A collision-free (CF) coloring L of a set of paths P satisfies
(1) for any path p = (e1, e2, . . . , eh) ∈ P , the coloring of the edges in p is strictly increasing, that is L(e1, p) < L(e2, p) <
· · · < L(eh, p),
(2) for any v ∈ V , edges in Ev = {(u, v) ∈ E | (u, v) is an edge of a path in P }, get pairwise different colors, that is, for any
p, p′ ∈ P and (u, v), (u′, v) ∈ Ev (possibly, u = u′ or p ≡ p′ but not both) it holds L((u, v), p) 6= L((u′, v), p′).
Definition 2. An instance of CF-coloring is a triple (G, r, s)whereG is the graph, s is the source, and r is the vector of requests.
A feasible solution for (G, r, s) is a pair (P , L) where: the set P contains ru paths (not necessarily distinct) from s to u in
G, for any u ∈ V − {s}; L is a CF-coloring of P .
An optimal solution is a feasible solution that minimizes the largest color (i.e. integer) assigned to any edge.
The value attained by the optimal solution (P ∗, L∗) for (G, r, s) is denoted by T ∗(G, r, s).
We notice that minimizing the largest color is equivalent to minimizing the number of used colors. Indeed, we can limit
ourselves to consider feasible solutions where all colors in {1, . . . , T ∗} are used: If some color c is never used, then we can
decrease by 1 the value of each color c ′ ≥ c + 1 in the considered feasible solution.
Example. Let G be a ring with nodes {0, 1, 2, 3}, and let s = 0 and r1 = 4, r3 = 1, r2 = 0. An optimal solution for (G, r, 0)
is the pair (P ∗, L∗)where:
P ∗ = {p3 = (0, 3), p01 = (0, 3, 2, 1), pi1 = (0, 1) for i = 1, 2, 3} (1)
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and L∗ is a CF-coloring of P ∗ with 5 colors such that
L∗((0, 3), p3) = 4, L∗((0, 3), p01) = 2, L∗((3, 2), p01) = 3, L∗((2, 1), p01) = 4,
L∗((0, 1), pi1) = 2i− 1, for i = 1, 2, 3.
3. Lower bounds
The following lower bounds on the optimal gathering time were given in [9] in the case of linear networks; for the sake
of completeness, we report the proof extended to the general topology case.
Due to the equivalence between the scheduling problem for gathering in sensor networks and the collision-free path
coloring problem, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Given any instance (G, r, s),
(i) T ∗(G, r, s) ≥∑u∈V−{s} ru;
(ii) T ∗(G, r, s) ≥ maxv∈V−{s}{d(s, v)+ rv − 1+ 2∑u∈Vv ru}, where d(s, v) is the length of a shortest path between s and v in
G and Vv is the set of all nodes different from v that result disconnected from s if v is removed from G together with all its
incident edges.
Proof. Consider any gathering schedule at s in G. Since s must gather
∑
u∈V−{s} ru packets during different time slot, we
have (i).
Consider now (ii). For any v ∈ V − {s}, any packet from a node in Vv needs to go through v; hence, any gathering
schedule needs at least 2
∑
u∈Vv ru different time slots for the
∑
u∈Vv ru packets, originated at nodes in Vv , each using two
edges incident on v. Besides, the packets of v need to be sent from v on rv additional different time slots. Finally, at least
d(s, v)− 1 slots are necessary to any of the above packets to reach s (once they leave any edge incident on v).
Hence, we have a total of at least 2
∑
u∈Vv ru + rv + d(s, v)− 1 time slots needed to allow all the packets of the nodes in
Vv ∪ {v} to be gathered at s. 
4. Trees
In this section we present an optimal algorithm to solve the CF-coloring problem for an instance (T , r, s), where T is a
tree and node requests in r are arbitrary positive integers, that is, ru ≥ 1 for each u ∈ V (T )− {s}.
Such an algorithm was proposed in [9] (including the case ru = 0); we restate and analyze it here, in the case of positive
requests, since it will be used to derive our optimal coloring algorithm for general graphs.
4.1. Notation
In the following, we introduce some notation that will be used in what follows.





Obviously, when ru = 1 for each u ∈ V (T ) then |T | is equal to the number of nodes in T .
Definition 4. Let T be a tree rooted at node s ∈ V , and let T1, T2, . . . , Tm, withm ≥ 1, be the subtrees of T rooted at the sons
v1, v2, . . . , vm of s in T . W.l.o.g. we assume that |T1| ≥ |Ti| for i 6= 1. The tree T is called balanced, if
|T1| ≤ |T2| + · · · + |Tm| + rv1 . (2)
Below, we shall use the following terminology.
• s serves a node u ∈ V − {s}: if a path from s to u is established together with its coloring;
• A node u ∈ V − {s} is satisfied: if ru = 0;• s serves subtree Ti: s serves a node u in Ti which is furthest from s among all nodes in Ti which are not satisfied.• a subtree Ti is satisfied: if each node in Ti is satisfied.
Definition 5. Let pu = (e1, . . . , eh) be the path in a tree T from s to a node u.
For any integer k, the k-increasing coloring of pu is the coloring Lˆ of the edges of pu that assigns colors starting from the
value k and increasing the color value by one at each edge going from s to u, that is, Lˆ(ej, pu) = k+ j− 1 for j = 1, . . . , h.
An increasing coloring of pu is a k-increasing coloring of pu for some integer k ≥ 1.
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Fig. 2. The CF-coloring algorithm on trees.
4.2. The CF-coloring algorithm on trees
The CF-coloring algorithm is given in Fig. 2. Unless otherwise stated, in the following we assume that T1, T2, . . . , Tm are
the subtrees of T rooted at the sons v1, v2, . . . , vm of s, respectively.
The feasibility and the optimality of the solution furnished by the algorithm TREE-coloring were proved in [9] for general
sets of requests. However a closed form of the optimal value was not given in [9]. We now derive some (novel) properties
of increasing colorings of trees and the exact value of the solution in the cases of our interest. Such result will be a building
block to prove the optimality of our algorithm for general graphs.
Theorem 2. Let ru ≥ 1 for each u ∈ V − {s}. The optimal solution returned by the algorithm TREE-coloring on T has maximum
color value equal to




|Ti| if T is balanced
2|T1| − rv1 otherwise.
(3)
In order to prove Theorem 2, we need the following property of increasing colorings.
Lemma 1. Let u be any node in V − {s} such that ru ≥ 1. The largest color assigned to the edge (f , u), from the father of u in T
to u is larger than any of the colors assigned to the edges in the subtree of T rooted at u.
Proof. Let Ti be the subtree of s containing u. During the algorithm TREE-coloring, s serves the nodes in Ti according to their
level in the tree, that is, s satisfies all the nodes at level h+ 1 before any node at level h, for any h ≥ 1.
If a node u at level h is served at step t , then the edge (f , u) gets color t+h−1 on the t-increasing coloring of the path pu.
Each path pv to a descendant v of u is set before u is served for the first time, that is, within some step τ ≤ t − 2; therefore,
the τ -increasing coloring of such a path assigns to the edge (f , u) a color upper bounded by τ + h− 1 ≤ t + h− 3 and to
each edge connecting u to one of its children a color upper bounded by τ + h ≤ t + h− 2. 
The above Lemma 1 says, in particular, that any edge (s, vi) (recall that vi is a son of the root s) gets a color larger than
any of the colors assigned to any other edge in the subtree Ti rooted at vi.
Corollary 1. Let ru ≥ 1 for each u ∈ V − {s}. The largest color required by the algorithm TREE-coloring is always attained by
one of the colors assigned to an edge connecting the root s to one of its sons.
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Proof. To prove this lemma we show that s is never idle at any step of the algorithm TREE-coloring. Consider any odd-
numbered step k. Let Ti1 , . . . , Tim be a reordering of the subtrees at the beginning of step k such that it holds |Ti1 | ≥ |Ti2 | ≥· · · ≥ |Tim | (recall that |Tij | ≥ 0 denotes the updated number of requests in Tij ). Assume that the balancing condition
|Ti1 | ≤ |Ti2 | + · · · + |Tim | + rvi1 (4)
holds at the beginning of step k.
If all requests have been satisfied, e.g. ru = 0 for each node u in T then the algorithm stops.
If there is only one remaining request, then |Ti1 | = 1 and |Tij | = 0 for each j > 1, hence s serves Ti1 at step k and the
algorithm stops.
Suppose then that a ≥ 2 requests are to be satisfied. We show that the source is active at both steps k and k+ 1 and that
the balancing condition still holds at the beginning of step k+ 2.
Case 1: At step k the source serves the root of Ti1 .
If Ti1 is still the largest subtree at the beginning of step k+ 1, then Ti1 is also served at step k+ 1; we have subtracted 2
from both sides of (4) and we have that (4) holds also at the beginning of step k + 2. Otherwise Ti2 is served at step k + 1;
we notice that in this case rvi1 = |Ti1 | = |Ti2 |must hold; hence (4) holds at the beginning of step k+ 2.
Case 2: At step k the source serves a node different from the root of Ti1 .
By (4), it must hold that there exists at least one request outside Ti1 . Hence, during step k+1, the source serves the largest
Tij with j 6= 1, i.e., Ti2 .
If m = 2, or m ≥ 3 and |Ti3 | < |Ti1 |, then at the end of step k + 1 we have that Ti1 remains the largest subtree; since
we have subtracted 1 both from the left and the right terms of the balancing inequality we get that (4) holds also at the
beginning of step k+ 2.
If m ≥ 3 and |Ti3 | = |Ti1 |, then, at the end of step k + 1, Ti1 and Ti2 have the same number of requests and the largest
subtree is now Ti3 that contains exactly one more request than Ti1 . By reordering the trees according to their updated size,
we get that (4) holds also at the beginning of step k+ 2.
Hence we get that the increasing colorings of the paths have assigned to the edges from the source s colors ranging from
1 to
∑m
i=1 |Ti|. By Corollary 1 the Lemma holds. 
Lemma 3. Let ru ≥ 1 for each u ∈ V − {s}. If T is not balanced then the largest color assigned by algorithm TREE-coloring on T
is 2|T1| − rv1 .
Proof. If T is not balanced then
|T1| = |T2| + · · · + |Tm| + d, for some d > rv1 ≥ 1. (5)
We first show that (5) holds at the beginning of any odd-numbered step as long as there is at least one request to be satisfied
outside T1. Consider any two consecutive steps, say k and k + 1 with k odd. During these steps, the source serves once T1
and then the largest (in terms of unsatisfied requests) Ti with i 6= 1. Hence, the remaining requests still satisfy (5). When all
the requests outside T1 have been satisfied, then the source first serves the d− rv1 requests of nodes in T1 at distance larger
than 1 from s (at odd-numbered steps and remaining idle at even-numbered steps) and successively serves the rv1 requests
of v1 during consecutive steps. Hence the algorithm stops at step 2
∑
i6=1 |Tj| + 2(d− rv1)+ rv1 = 2|T1| − rv1 . By Corollary 1
the Lemma holds. 
Lemmas 2 and 3 together with Theorem 1 prove Theorem 2.
Corollary 2. Let ru = 1 for each u ∈ V − {s}. The optimal solution returned by the algorithm TREE-coloring on T has maximum
color value equal to




|Ti| if T is balanced,
2|T1| − 1 otherwise.
(6)
5. Biconnected graphs
In this section we show how to obtain an optimal solution for biconnected graphs, in case of all requests be equal to 1.
Consider a biconnected graph G = (V , E). We shall first prove that, whenever ru = 1 for each u ∈ V − {s}, it is always
possible to find a spanning tree T rooted at the source swhich is balanced (according to Definition 4). It will then be sufficient
to run the algorithm TREE-coloring, given in Section 4, on the balanced spanning tree T to get an optimal feasible solution
for (G, r, s).
We recall that G is biconnected if it does not contain an articulation point, that is, a node whose removal along with its
incident edges disconnects the graph. It is known that if G is biconnected then for each u, v ∈ V , there exist two vertex-
disjoint paths between u and v (see [6]).
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The following lemma shows how to get a balanced spanning tree of the biconnected graph G.
Lemma 4. Let G = (V , E) be a biconnected graph. If ru = 1 for each u ∈ V − {s} then there exists a balanced spanning tree T
of G rooted at v, for any v ∈ V .
Proof. Let T = (V (T ), E(T )) be a spanning tree of G rooted at v. Let T1, . . . , Tm be the subtrees of T rooted at the sons of
v. Since G is biconnected we can always select a tree such that m ≥ 2, e.g. we can consider a shortest path tree of G. If T
is balanced, we have the Lemma. Let us assume then that T is not balanced, and w.l.o.g. suppose that |T1| is the largest. By
Definition 4 we have |T1| >∑mi=2 |Ti| + 1. Since G is biconnected then:
1. For each leaf x ∈ V (T1) there exists a node y ∈ V such that (x, y) ∈ E − E(T ).
2. There exists at least one node x ∈ V (T1) such that (x, y) ∈ E for some node y 6∈ V (T1) ∪ {s}.
We now modify T in order to get a balanced spanning tree of G. To this aim, we move one by one nodes of T1 toward
other subtrees. This is done by the following moving procedure.
Moving step: [Move one node from T1 to some Ti, with i 6= 1]
Let x be a node of maximum level in T1 chosen among those such that there exists (x, y) ∈ E with
y ∈ V (Ti) for some i 6= 1.
1.while x is an internal node:
Let x′ be a descendant of x in T1 having a neighbor z outside the subtree rooted in x
[Since x is not an articulation point, such a node must exist]
Update T1 by moving x′ as child of z;
[This move strictly decreases the size of the subtree rooted in x]
2. [Here x is a leaf ]
Update T by moving x from T1 to Ti as child of y.
The above procedure decreases by 1 the size of the largest subtree: Indeed, a node x loses one by one its descendants
(which remain in T1) until it becomes a leaf and it is then moved outside T1. We iterate the moving procedure until the
resulting spanning tree becomes balanced.
Notice that since we move the nodes from T1 one by one, no other subtree can have a number of requests larger than
that of T1 at each iteration of the above construction. 
Applying the TREE-coloring algorithm to the balanced spanning tree of G rooted at s, obtained in Lemma 4, we get a feasible
coloring for the instance (T , r, s). By Corollary 2, the number of used colors is |V | − 1; by Theorem 1 this value is optimal.
Theorem 3. A polynomial-time coloring algorithm can be efficiently constructed that returns an optimal solution for any instance
(G, r, s), where G = (V , E) is a biconnected graph, s ∈ V , and ru = 1 for each u ∈ V − {s}.
The largest assigned color is T ∗(G, r, s) = |V | − 1.
6. Connected graphs
Let G = (V , E) be a connected graph. Fix a node s and assume ru = 1 for each u ∈ V − {s}. We show how to obtain an
optimal solution for the instance (G, r, s). This, together with Corollary 2 and Theorem 3, will prove our main result:
Theorem 4. A polynomial-time algorithm can be efficiently constructed to obtain an optimal solution to the collision-free paths
problem from s in G, for any connected graph G = (V , E), s ∈ V , and ru = 1 for each u ∈ V − {s}.
Our algorithm will be based on the individuation of the articulation points and of the biconnected components
(e.g. maximal biconnected subgraphs) and bridges (or cut-edges) of the graph. It is well known that this can be achieved by
a depth-first-search of the graph [6].
Denote by A ⊆ V − {s} the set of articulation points belonging to any biconnected component or bridge of G that also
contains s. For each a ∈ A let Va denote the set of nodes u ∈ V such that the removal of a together with its incident edges
disconnects u and s.
We can construct now a new graph G′ obtained from G by compressing each set Va, with a ∈ A, into the node a.
Definition 6. The compressed graph G′ of G is a weighted connected graph obtained from G by deleting, for each a ∈ A,
all the nodes in Va together with their incident edges; the node a will be called a supernode of G′ and is assigned weight
r ′a = |Va ∪ {a}|. Each other node u ∈ V (G′)− ({s} ∪ A) is assigned weight r ′u = 1.
Fig. 3 shows an example of a graph G and its compressed graph G′.
In case we are able to construct a spanning tree of G′ rooted at s which is balanced with respect to the weights r ′v , for
v′ ∈ V (G′), then we can obtain an optimal solution for (G, r, s).
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Fig. 3. (a) A graph Gwith A = {a, b, c, d}. (b) The compressed graph G′ of G; a, b, c, d are supernode; r ′a = r ′b = 4, r ′c = 2, r ′d = 5, r ′u = 1 for u 6∈ A.
Fig. 4. (a) Graph G with unitary requests. (b) Compressed graph G′ of G; any spanning tree of G′ has the subtree containing w that violates the balance
condition (2).
Fig. 5. (a) A shortest path tree of the compressed graph G′ in Fig. 4(b). (b) The ‘‘almost’’ balanced spanning tree S ′ of G′ in Fig. 4(b).
Lemma 5. If G′ admits a spanning tree rooted at s which is balanced with respect to the weights r ′v , for v′ ∈ V (G′), then one can
obtain an optimal feasible solution for (G, r, s).
Proof. Given a spanning tree T ′ of G′, one can substitute in T ′ each supernode a with a tree (subgraph of G) rooted at a
and spanning all the nodes in Va. Since T ′ is balanced with respect to the weights r ′v , we get a spanning tree T of G which
is balanced with respect to the unitary requests r, with ru = 1 for each u ∈ V . Applying the TREE-coloring algorithm of
Section 4, we get a feasible solution for (G, r, s) using |V | − 1 colors; by Corollary 2 the solution is optimal. 
Unfortunately, a balanced spanning tree of G′ does not always exist as shown in Fig. 4.
On the positive side, we can obtain, in a less easy way but still polynomial time, an optimal solution also in the absence
of a balanced spanning tree. To this aim we construct an ‘‘almost’’ balanced spanning tree of G′ as follows:
1. Start with a shortest path tree S ′ of G′ rooted at s.
2. Let the subtrees of s in S ′ be S ′1, . . . , S ′m with |S ′1| ≥ |S ′i |, for each i ≥ 2, and let v1 be the root of S ′1.
3. if (s, v1) is a bridge then Output S ′.
4. else [S ′1together with some other subtree of s in S ′ belongs to a biconnected component of G′]
-while |S ′1| >
∑m
j=2 |S ′j | + 1,
update S ′ according to the moving procedure described in the proof of Lemma 4.




- [Now|S ′1| ≤
∑m
j=2 |S ′j | + 1]
Output S ′.
Fig. 5 shows the spanning tree S ′ before (cfr. (a)) and after (cfr. (b)) the above construction.
We stress that, if in the above construction a moved node v is a supernode then r ′v ≥ 2; hence, the decrement in |S ′1| can
be larger than 1 when moving a node from S ′1.
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Fig. 6. The spanning tree S of G derived from S ′ in Fig. 5(b).
Fact 1. Let w be the last moved node, thenw is a supernode (e.g. has weight >1 in G′).
Proof. Ifw is not a supernode then the weight ofw is equal to 1. Hence, if during the last moving step of the algorithmw is
moved from S ′1 to S
′
i then the returned tree S
′ is balanced since |S ′1| ≤
∑m
j=2 |S ′j | + 1 and |S ′1| ≥ |S ′i |. 
If the tree S ′ resulting from the above construction is balanced, then we have got a balanced spanning tree of G′ and we
can apply Lemma 5 and stop. Otherwise, we distinguish two cases according to whether the edge (s, v1) is a bridge or not.
Case 1: The edge (s, v1) is a bridge.
By construction of G′, the node v1 is a supernode in G′. We substitute in S ′ each supernode a ∈ A ⊆ V (G′) (having weight
|Va ∪ {a}|— see Definition 6) with a tree rooted at a and spanning all the nodes in Va ∪ {a} (such nodes have now request 1
each). Applying the TREE-coloring algorithm of Section 4 to the resulting spanning tree of G, by Corollary 2 we get a feasible
solution using 2|S ′1| − 1 colors (recall that S ′ is not balanced in this case). On the other hand, since (s, v1) is a bridge (also in
G), by (ii) of Theorem 1 we get that 2|S ′1| − 1 colors are also necessary. Hence, the solution is optimal.
Case 2: The edge (s, v1) is not a bridge.
If we get to this case, we know that the returned tree S ′ is not balanced. Moreover, we know that by construction,
|S ′1| ≤
∑m
j=2 |S ′j | + 1. Hence, for some i 6= 1|S ′i | >
∑
j6=i |S ′j | + 1.
We notice now that (all nodes of) S ′i must be part of the same biconnected component of G′ containing S
′
1; call this
component B. Indeed, any S ′` not belonging to B cannot violate the balancing condition since |S ′`| ≤
∑
j6=` |S ′j | + 1 before
the construction (that is, in the initial shortest path tree); moreover, during the construction, only nodes from S ′1 are moved
within B, and not to S ′`. Hence, both |S ′`| and
∑
j6=` |S ′j | + 1 remain unchanged at the end of the construction.
Letw be the last moved node (from S ′1 to S
′
i ).
W.l.o.g., we assume in the following that i = 2, that is, we havemovedw from having father v ∈ V (S ′1) to become a child
of node u in S ′2.
Since the construction of S ′ starts from a shortest path tree of G′, we immediately get
Fact 2. The path from s tow in S ′ that uses only nodes in S ′1 (and the edge (v,w)) is a shortest path in G′.
We now perform, starting from S ′, the following two operations:
(i) Root at each supernode a ∈ A ⊆ V (G′) (see Definition 6) a spanning tree T (a) of the subgraph of G induced by the
vertices in Va ∪ {a}.
This gives a spanning tree S of G rooted at s; call S1, . . . , Sm its subtrees (where each Si corresponds to S ′i , hence v in
S1 and Vw ∪ {w} in S2).
Fig. 6 shows the spanning tree S derived from S ′ given in Fig. 5(b).
(ii) Augment the tree S with the edge (v,w).
We call the resulting graph a spanning tree of G augmented at w and denote it by T A. Essentially in the augmented
spanning tree, onemakes nodew reachable using twonode-disjoint paths in T A; both pathswill be used to serve the requests
of nodes in T (w).
We need now to decide which of such requests will be routed through nodes in S1 (using the augmenting edge (v,w))
and which through nodes in S2. To this aim, we partition T (w) into two parts T1(w) and T2(w) so that nodes in T1(w) will
be served through S1 while nodes in T2(w)will be served through S2. We first determine the sizes of T1(w) and T2(w):
|T1(w)| =
⌈ |S2| + · · · + |Sm| − |S1|
2
⌉
and |T2(w)| = |T (w)| − |T1(w)|. (7)
Recall that |Sj| denotes the size (in terms of node requests) of the subtree Sj of s in S and, by construction of S ′ and S, it holds
|S2| >∑i6=2 |Si| + 1 > |S1|. This and (7) above imply
(|S2| + · · · + |Sm| − |T (w)|)+ |T2(w)| =
{|S1| + |T1(w)| if |V | − 1 is even
|S1| + |T1(w)| − 1 otherwise. (8)
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Fig. 7. The augmented spanning tree T A of G rooted at s derived from S given in Fig. 6. T1 is represented with dotted lines, T2 with dashed lines, and T3
with dash dotted lines.
We determine now the actual partition of T (w). Based on Fact 2, we know that the path tow using nodes in S1 followed by
the augmenting edge (v,w) is a shortest path from s tow in G; denote by `1(w) the length of such path. Moreover, denote
by `2(w) the length of the path from s tow in S2. Clearly, `1(w) ≤ `2(w).We set
T1(w) =
{{the |T1(w)| nodes having higher level in T (w)} if `2(w)− `1(w) is odd,
{the |T1(w)| nodes having higher level in T (w)} ∪ {w} otherwise. (9)
T2(w) = (Vw ∪ {w})− T1(w),
where Vw ∪ {w} = V (T (w)) is the set of nodes of T (w). Notice that, the level of each node in T2(w) is smaller than or equal
to the level of each node in T1(w)− {w}.
By using the above construction, we map the subtrees S1, S2, . . . , Sm of the spanning tree S into T1, T2, . . . , Tm in the
augmented spanning tree T A (eg. S augmented with the edge (v,w)) so that their sizes (in terms of number of requests) are
|Tj| =
{|S1| + |T1(w)| if j = 1,
|S2| − |T1(w)| if j = 2,
|Sj| if j > 2.
(10)
More precisely: Tj = Sj for j = 3, . . . ,m; T2 = S2 but only nodes in V (S2) − T1(w) contribute to the size |T2| of T2; T1
contains all the nodes in V (S1)∪ T (w) (and the augmenting edge (v,w)) but only nodes in V (S1)∪ T1(w) contribute to the
size |T1| of T1. We remark that T1 and T2 are not properly trees, however for the sake of simplicity we will continue to refer
to T1, T2, . . . , Tm as subtrees of T A.
We notice that T1 . . . Tm satisfy the balance condition (2), indeed, by restating (8), it holds
|T1| =
{|T2| + · · · + |Tm| if |V | − 1 is even,
|T2| + · · · + |Tm| + 1 if |V | − 1 is odd. (11)
Example 2. An augmented spanning tree T A of G rooted at s derived from S in Fig. 6 is shown in Fig. 7. The nodes in the
subtree T (w) are w, a, b, c, d, e, f . Furthermore, `1(w) = 2, `2(w) = 3, |T (w)| = 7, |T1(w)| = 5, |T2(w)| = 2. Hence,
T1(w) contains the nodes d, e, f , a, w and T2(w) contains the remaining 2 nodes of T (w), that is b, c.
The coloring algorithm
We describe now a coloring algorithm using the augmented spanning tree T A of G that will give an optimal solution
for (G, r, s).
Since all the paths from the source s to the nodes in T (w) go through nodew, the order inwhich s serves T1(w) and T2(w)
is important to get a collision-free coloring. In the AUGMENTED-TREE-coloring algorithm, we present below, s first serves
all the nodes in T1(w) (in a non-increasing node level order) and then serves the nodes in T2(w). Hence we need to compute
t = the minimum step in which the source s can start to serve T2(w) so to avoid collisions
at nodes in T (w)with the colors assigned while serving all the nodes in T1(w).
To this aim, using the increasing coloring defined in Definition 5, it is sufficient to get pairwise different colors for the
edges incident on w. Since s can at most serve alternatively T1(w) and some Ti with i 6= 1, 2 |T1(w)| − 1 steps are
necessary to s to serve all the nodes in T1(w). By definition (9), if `2(w) − `1(w) is even then the last of the |T1(w)|
paths to T1(w) stops at w; hence, the largest color assigned by the increasing coloring to the edges incident on w is
2|T1(w)| − 1 + `1(w) − 1 = 2|T1(w)| + `1(w) − 2. Otherwise, if `2(w) − `1(w) is odd then the last path to a node in
T1(w) reaches a descendant of w; hence, the largest color assigned by the increasing coloring to the edges incident on w is
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Fig. 8. The augmented-tree-coloring algorithm.
2|T1(w)|−1+`1(w). Moreover, in the particular case 2|T1(w)| ≤ `2(w)−`1(w), the first useful step to start serving T2(w)
is 2. Overall, s can serve T2(w) starting from step
t =
{2|T1(w)| + 1+ `1(w)− `2(w) if 2|T1(w)| > `2(w)− `1(w) and `2(w)− `1(w) is odd, (a)
2|T1(w)| + `1(w)− `2(w) if 2|T1(w)| > `2(w)− `1(w) and `2(w)− `1(w) is even, (b)
2 if 2|T1(w)| ≤ `2(w)− `1(w). (c)
(12)
We notice that t is even and t ≤ 2|T1(w)|.
Example 2 (Cont.). For the augmented spanning tree T A, we have t = 10.
We can now formally describe the algorithm; it consists of two phases, PHASE-1 and PHASE-2, and is given in Fig. 8. For
the description and subsequent analysis of the algorithm, we introduce the following terminology.
• T A is balanced: the numbers |T1|, . . . , |Tm| of remaining requests in T1, T2, . . . , Tm of T A satisfy the balance condition (2).
When s serves a node in some Tj the corresponding value |Tj| of remaining requests in Tj will be decreased.
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• Ti is the largest subtree: Ti has the largest number of remaining requests.
• s serves the largest Ti: s serves the subtree Ti which is the largest among all subtrees.
• s serves Ti(w), i = 1, 2: s serves a node u in Ti(w), which has highest level among all the unsatisfied nodes in Ti(w), using
the path from s to u going through nodes in Ti.
• s serves T1 − T1(w): s serves a node u in V (T1) − T1(w), which has highest level among all the unsatisfied nodes in this
set, using the path from s to u going through nodes in Ti.
s serves (T2 . . . Tm) − T2(w): s serves a node u in⋃mi=2 V (Ti) − T2(w), which has highest level among all the unsatisfied
nodes in this set.
• s is active at step k: s serves some subtree Ti during step k.
Theorem 5. Let G = (V , E) be a connected graph. Let s ∈ V be the source. Let T A be a balanced augmented spanning tree of G
rooted at s. The algorithm AUGMENTED-TREE-coloring on T A returns an optimal solution (P , Lˆ) for any instance (G, r, s) with
vector r such that ru = 1 for each u ∈ V − {s}.
Theorem 5 follows from Theorem 1 and the analysis of the AUGMENTED-TREE-coloring algorithm done in the following
Lemmas 6 and 7. We first prove that the returned is feasible.
Lemma 6. Let (P , Lˆ) be the solution for (G, r, s) returned by algorithm AUGMENTED-TREE-coloring. The increasing coloring Lˆ
is a CF-coloring of P .
Proof. By the AUGMENTED-TREE-coloring algorithm,P contains ru paths from s to each node u ∈ V −{s}. Let us prove that
Lˆ is a CF-coloring of P .
Definition 5 trivially satisfies (1) of Definition 1. We verify (2) by proving that the colors assigned to the edges incident
on any node u ∈ V are pairwise different.
Let u be any node in some Ti, for some 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and let u 6∈ T (w). Let h be the length of the path from s to u. Consider
any node x in the subtree rooted at uwith x 6∈ T (w). The unique path from s to x goes through u. If s serves x at step k, then
the edges incident on u are colored with k+ h− 1 and k+ h. Since s does not serve Ti in two consecutive steps, swill serve
any other node y in the subtree rooted at u (eventually y = u) at some step k′ ≥ k+ 2 thus assuring that the colors assigned
to the edges incident on u are pairwise different.
Consider now node w. Source s serves the nodes in T1(w) at odd steps k = 1, 3, . . . , 2|T1(w)| − 1. For a given k, the
path to some node in T1(w) goes through w and colors edges incident on w with k + `1(w) − 1 and, if v 6= w, with
k+ `1(w). Since s serves T1(w) at odd steps, the edges incident onw get pairwise different colors and the largest of them is
2|T1(w)| − 1+ `1(w)− 1 ifw ∈ T1(w), and 2|T1(w)| − 1+ `1(w) otherwise.
Starting from step t source s serves nodes in T2(w). By the definition of t , the smallest color assigned to the edges incident
onw which are involved in the paths to nodes in T2(w) is
t + `2(w)− 1 ≥
{
2|T1(w)| + `1(w)− 1 ifw ∈ T1(w),
2|T1(w)| + `1(w) otherwise, (13)
with equalitywhen either (12)(a) or (12)(b) holds in the definition of t . Thus t+`2(w)−1 is larger than the colors previously
assigned.
Finally, using the same arguments as above, we can prove that the colors assigned to the edges incident on w which
belong to paths to nodes in T2(w) are pairwise different.
Let u be a node in T (w), with u 6= w. By the above considerations on w, the colors assigned to the edges incident on w
in T (w) differ at least by 2. Hence, by the definition of the increasing coloring the colors assigned to the edges incident on u
are pairwise different. 
Lemma 7. The largest color assigned at the end of PHASE-2 is equal tomax{|V | − 1, d(s, w)+ 2|T (w)| − 2}, where d(s, w) is
the length of a shortest path connecting s andw in G.
Proof. Let us denote by Lmax(v), for each v ∈ V , the largest color assigned to the edges incident on v at the end of PHASE-2.
We first notice that
max
v∈V
Lmax(v) ≤ max{Lmax(s), Lmax(w)}. (14)
Indeed, each node v ∈ V − ({s, w} ∪ T2(w)) is served before any of its predecessors in T A. Moreover, a node v ∈ T2(w) is
served before any of its predecessors in T2(w) (except, eventually, the rootw of T2(w) itself). Hence, reasoning as in Lemma1
and Corollary 1, we can conclude that (14) holds.
In order to complete the proof we need to show that the largest color assigned to the edges incident on s andw is upper
bounded by max{|V | − 1, d(s, w)+ 2|T (w)| − 2}, where d(s, w) = `1(w).
We first consider Lmax(w). By definition of the parameter t , the edge which receives the label Lmax(w) is the last one on
the path to the node that s serves at time t + 2|T2(w)| − 2 (cfr. (13)).
If either (12)(a) or (12)(b) holds in the definition of t , then Lmax(w) = 2|T (w)| + `1(w)− 2.
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If otherwise (12)(c) holds, then t = 2 and Lmax(w) ≤ 2|T2(w)|+`2(w). Hence, by using (11) and noticing that `2(w) ≥ 2
and |T2| − |T2(w)| ≥ `2(w)− 1 we get
|V | − 1 ≥ 2(|T2| + · · · + |Tm|) ≥ 2(|T2| − |T2(w)|)+ 2|T2(w)| ≥ `2(w)+ 2|T2(w)| ≥ Lmax(w).
We finally consider Lmax(s). In order to prove
Lmax(s) ≤ max{|V | − 1, 2|T (w)| + `1(w)− 2} (15)
we distinguish four cases according to the distribution of unsatisfied nodes between T1 and T2, . . . , Tm at the end of PHASE-1.
In what follows we will denote, by |T (1)i | the number of unsatisfied nodes in Ti at the end of PHASE-1 of the algorithm,
while |Ti| continues to denote the number of requests in Ti at the beginning of the algorithm, for i = 1, . . . ,m. PHASE-1
terminates when the last node in T (w) = T1(w) ∪ T2(w) is served, that is, ru has been set to 0 for each u ∈ T (w) and the
number of unsatisfied nodes are |T (1)1 (w)| = |T (1)2 (w)| = 0.
Case 1: |T (1)i | = 0 for each i = 1, . . . ,m.
The algorithm stops with PHASE-1, that is, at step k = max{2|T1(w)| − 1, t + 2|T2(w)| − 2}.
If 2|T1(w)| − 1 > t + 2|T2(w)| − 2 then s has served T1(w) at each odd-numbered steps of PHASE-1 and |T1| = |T1(w)|.
By (11) we have Lmax(s) = 2|T1(w)| − 1 = 2|T1| − 1 ≤ |V | − 1.
If 2|T1(w)| − 1 < t + 2|T2(w)| − 2, we have that: If either (12)(a) or (12)(b) holds then
Lmax(s) = t + 2|T2(w)| − 2 ≤ 2|T1(w)| − `2(w)+ `1(w)+ 2|T2(w)| − 1
≤ 2(|T1(w)| + |T2(w)|)+ `1(w)− 2− (`2(w)− 1) ≤ 2|T (w)| + `1(w)− 2,
where the last inequality follows noticing that `2(w) > 1.
If (12)(c) holds then, using (11), we get Lmax(s) = 2|T2(w)| ≤ 2(|T2| + · · · + |Tm|) ≤ |V | − 1.
Case 2: |T (1)1 | > 0 and
∑m
i=2 |T (1)i | > 0.
We notice that |T (1)1 | > 0 and
∑m
i=2 |T (1)i | > 0 imply that no idle step occurred during PHASE-1. We show now that the
tree in input to PHASE-2 satisfies the balance condition (2).
If 2|T1(w)| − 1 < t + 2|T2(w)| − 2 then
|T (1)1 | = |T1| −





|T (1)i | =
m∑
i=2
|Ti| − t + 2|T2(w)| − 22 .
By (11), we have
∑m
i=2 |T (1)i | ≤ |T (1)1 | ≤
∑m
i=2 |T (1)i |+1. Hence, when PHASE-2 starts, the balance condition holds. Moreover,
T1 is the largest subtree and will be the subtree served at the odd-numbered step k = t + 2|T2(w)| − 1.
If 2|T1(w)| − 1 > t + 2|T2(w)| − 2 then
|T (1)1 | = |T1| − |T1(w)| and
m∑
i=2
|T (1)i | =
m∑
i=2
|Ti| − |T1(w)| + 1.
By (11), we have |T (1)1 | ≤
∑m
i=2 |T (1)i | ≤ |T (1)1 |+1. Again, at the beginning of PHASE-2 the balance condition holds. Moreover,
some Ti (2 ≤ i ≤ m) is the largest subtree and will be served at step k = 2|T1(w)|.
In both cases, s is never idle also during PHASE-2 (cfr. Lemma 2) and Lmax(s) = |V | − 1.
Case 3: |T (1)1 | > 0 and
∑m
i=2 |T (1)i | = 0.
Since |T (1)1 | > 0, then swas never idle during odd-numbered steps of PHASE-1.
We first notice that 2|T1(w)| − 1 > t + 2|T2(w)| − 2 cannot hold. Indeed, since 2|T1(w)| − 1 is odd, we have∑m
i=2 |Ti| ≤ |T1(w)| − 1 and |T1| = |T1(w)| + |T (1)1 | ≥ |T1(w)| + 1 which contradicts (11).
Assume then 2|T1(w)| − 1 < t + 2|T2(w)| − 2. By (11), we get that |T (1)1 | = 1 and PHASE-2 only lasts for the odd step
k = t + 2|T2(w)| − 1.
In conclusion, s is never idle at any odd-numbered step and Lmax(s) = 2|T1| − 1 ≤ |V | − 1.
Case 4: |T (1)1 | = 0 and
∑m
i=2 |T (1)i | > 0.
Since
∑m
i=2 |T (1)i | > 0, we know that there was no idle even-numbered step during PHASE-1.
We notice that 2|T1(w)| − 1 < t + 2|T2(w)| − 2 cannot hold. Indeed, being t + 2|T2(w)| − 2 even, we would have∑m
i=2 |Ti| > |T1|, which contradicts (11).
Assume then 2|T1(w)| − 1 > t + 2|T2(w)| − 2. By (11), we get |T (1)2 | ≤ 1. Hence, PHASE-2 only lasts for one step and
Lmax(s) = 2|T1| = |V | − 1. 
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7. Conclusions
In this paper, we have given an optimal solution to the collision-free path coloring problem in any graph. This translates
into optimal time gathering algorithms for any type of topology of a sensor network. Our results improve on existing
approximation algorithms.
Our results refer to the gathering of one data packet from each node. The complexity of the gathering problem in the
most general case in which some nodes can also have no packets to deliver is an open issue. We believe gathering in this
general setting is an NP-complete problem; it would be interesting to prove it and, eventually, give a PTAS for the problem.
Notice that strictly related gathering problems have been shown to be NP-hard [3,26]; in particular, in the case of directional
antennas, if the time allowed for the packets to be stored into node buffers (including the node originating the packet itself)
is upper bounded by some constant [26].
The gathering algorithms presented in this paper are centralized and assume that the network topology has been
previously acquired by the sink and that there are control channels from the (more powerful) sink to each other node.
Hence, one could use a starting one-hop message from the sink that, reaching all sensors, acts as the clock starting the
gathering process [31].
One natural open problem is to develop efficient distributed schedules for the problem.
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